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Rural development is an elusive phrase. Proponents and opponents .

have debated,"rural development"_passionately: The phrase; perhaps even

more than the reality, has become the focal point of hopes and fears,

of Optimistic predictions of a better life for rural- AMericans and of

pessimistic predictions of continued poverty and marginality.

These debates have,not clarified the issues. In part, this -results

from the'very complexity of the matters involved in rural development.

\,

_ ..

In part, it results from very limited and sometimes misdirected research

efforts. In part,-it results from the failure ,to spetify and

differentiate possible corrnent meanings of the concept of rural

development. This paper can note the research lacunae but it

cannot remedy them. Itcan, however,help clarify some of the issues

,

associa,ted with rural development in an attempt toVoster a more

focused debate. 4eople inadver,tently Visciissing different.con p s

of rural developMent are unlikely to contribute to the development

- of 'Iiorkab0 pol icy 'o5/ ons

The most common interchange of, terms and the source of the
.

mose pervasive ambiguity is the relation between laurel development

and rural industrialization.- The old idea that industrialization

is ynonymous with developmenthaskiven way to uncertainty over

. -

the relationship beNieen the two. There is now a vigorous debate

over what types,of industries locattl in what types of areas
*.r

bring what types of benefitsand impbse what kinds of costs both

,to communities and to various ,groups withiethese communities.
1

This
,

1

is a new debate that has only bejun to 'legitimate the'iriquiry. No

of

I :.

'
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systematic development of a model of such.2rocesies and no systematic

dat6-gathering"exercisas have yet been undertaken.

A second debate deals with the distribution of,benefits and costs

associated with any development strategy. One,d4mension of this' debate

is the relation between community vitality and individual well-being.

In some senses, this i§ buta special case of the larger debate nowr.
central, to much polio i analysis--the relation between helping groups and

r

helping individuals. Too. often this question
L

is debated as though
--,

A

there were adequate data and clear insights into the ramifications of

the .issue. A more useful approach is to begin with the question of

. .

what arethe ihdioaors of community vitality aQd individual well - being.

Not only is there no agreement on what such indicators might be bUt

there is also a pervasive lack of data relevant to the discussion

Nevertheless, the issue of community benefits io.relation to individual

and family benefits is one that is likely to receive increasing

4

attention.
..)

.

A third debate deals withthe distribution of costs and benefitS.among

sectors of the population.% Who lives'in 'rural 'areas? How do the

8

various groups of rural Americans sha're,in the costs abd benefits of'
..- I

garious development strategies? The descriptive chalLenge.has by -no
\

,

'

.

Means been met. Data remain fragmentedand inconclusive. little Is . ...

b

known about the .specific ImpaCts on'young and Old,families and individualst
_

..

.

the more anCrless educated, the long-time residents and the more recent

. , ..

arrivals, the farm 'and non-I farmrsectors, working people and retirees-,

part -time workers and.fulitime workers, memond ANomen, the An'glo'and
.

.
.----,

minority populations. Thil list could be extended. The,possiblp
. . ,

4

J
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'-bmbinations of populations potential')y affected diferentially by

particular rural development strategies seems virtually endless.

A. fourth debate centers on the urban causes. and consequences of

'rural development. , While it is generally admitted thdt many urban

problems are the consequence of previous rural problems that. have

been relocated
't
hrough urban in-migration, there is no agreement

on'solutions. Some observers still feel that migration is the bes-t

solution to rural poverty. At the individual level, the Young and

edlyted seem rational in moving rather than in hoping that a development

strategy will work--or-even be attempted--in their area. However, many

residents of rural American either do not want to relocate or would.

1 ,

have no'greater opportunities in a different setting. The urban

and ational Stakes in rural -development are comming to be

"
reco nized. But, this recognition has yet to produce clarity,

much less' agreement, on strategies for designing public'sector

policies and private sector strategies based on these common interests.

A
A fifth debate is beginning to emerge about, tie' ppssibil ity of

developing a comr!on national strategy for rural debelopment. Concern

is now manifest over competitive bidding for industries among stsatS

...........

and communities'. To what extent is this occurring? To What extent

does swsb competitive bidding simply illustrate market action that
.

produces the best combinations of factors conducive to ec4lomic
,

growth in a competitive economy? To what extent does such competieiori

I-

the coats and reduce the benefits for communities or for

sectors of the rural population? What are the alternatives to this.
c

5
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process of comptitivebidding?

.A sixth debate centers on the relation between incentives, to

'Focation of a firm in a community and'subsuent.economic development.

\While this debate is enmeshed in the preceeding set of issues surrounding

*competitive bidding, the debate over incentives and subseeiuentsdevelopement

would remain even without the inter-state and inter-community

competition. To the extent that communities provide faCilities and tax
.

braks as incetives to location, someone other than the new industry will

have, to pay the costs. Do these people benefit from industrialization?

Do they feel tf9t they are financing development or simply assuming

costs that should be part of the operating expenses of firms in the

priVate sector? What is the proper role of citiitens and their

institutions and what is the appropriate rote of the private investor?

Even among those who endorse some governmental rolebin rural

development,' there is a seventh debate over the appropriate governmental

units to provide incentives and bear,costs. The appopriate roles of
1

the fefleral, state and local governments are matters of,debate. Thifi is

a murkey debase,'partly because there s no clear picture of the roles that
AP

s these various government; are currently playing, much less any clear

understanding of the consequences of Various types of interventions

by these governmentd. Indeed, a complete listing of the types of local

governments andqua§igovernmental agencies involved in rural

development is yet to be compiled.

'These debates over rural development should not obscure a high,--

level- of agreement on the,goals of rural development. This agreethent is,

y not surprisingly, strongest at the level of broad societal goals.

Few people would disagree with the desirability Of:balanced rural-urban



e

aevelopmentthat Would alleviate rural p&rer..ty, stem urban in-migration

,

(especially the in-migration of a poorly- educated, low-skill: welfare

population), strengthen rural communities, and contribute to national

i

economic prosperity and social vitality. Debates emerge over the

means to achieve these generally desirable outcomes, not -over the

outcomes, themselves.'

&looncern with these multiple goals of rural development is not

) *

the basis for a "romaptic rusticity" that seeks to presirve rural

Amei-ica as a museum of_sm111 communities that can offer their residents.

few of the benefits enjoyed by Americans in other communities, Such

romanticism is rarely espoused by 'rural Americans themselves. it is

much more commonly endorsed by urban-bred and urban-based activist,

who have never Jived in a small)rurai community. The :Poeticaly
-4(

invoked virtues of small communities can just as easily be balanced by

the isolation, lack of indiVidual choice, and lack of individual

. 'opportunities.in such communities. Villages are lovely for weekends, .

. .
4

but not for lifetimes. Any rural development strategy hat .

.,

) ..

degenerates,irito museum work is unlikely to find suppo t among rural

4
Americans. ..

1
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Questions of Scale in Rural Development

,Quetions of scale peNiadethe,other debates discussed in the

introduction to this. paper. But, scale'has not yet become the focus

of a distinct,debate over rural development./ Questions.of scale

are questions of threshholds. -Eyen those who believe that small is

beautiful may agree that to small is riot beautifUl. Identification

-----6-fth-e'se---Itire-shhold-s has not yet begun. ,Yet, individuals and

businesses make de facto decisions abaut' scale when they decide to locate,

in particular areas: The bases of these decisions remain largely

unresearched.
4

Questions of scale include questions of the size of communities and

the size of enterprises, their relationship and the relationship
ik

(.

of each to individual well-being. °Viewed in this perspective,

questions of scale are, in effect, questions of.the processes of

fostering rural development and the consequences of particular

development strategies.

1'Questions of scale are not static. They are dynamic questio about

sequences and threshholds in developmental vocesses. This means that

.

' . 4,
questions of scale are linked to a study ofrcausild patterns in fastering

......... -

rural development. Under what conditions do large enterprises create
4

4

opportunities for smaller enterprises in-a community? What types...of
1.

small enterprises are most likely to b supported by a large-
.

enterprise in a rural commUnity?."W' l the WOf ers in particular

types of large enterpris ;more or less likely' o da'busifiess with local.

. retail establishments than iqithrthe stores of the nearest City?

s

7;
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These are central questions in any causal analysis of rural development.

Unfor:tbnately, thel-e,-has been virtually.rio Tesearch on'these causal

patterns and developmental sequencesAny generalizations woutd be

,worse than premature--they would.be unfounded.

._

-a

' The leak of informationon these fundament.l questions of scale
'NO

'has multiOle causes. It %rs___: Ily_assumed-that-any-any .''.

.,
3.

activity would automatically stimulate further economic activiity.,
. J. .

...
. . ..

0

.k '''.

This view rested impJjcitly on-an assumption that cbmmuniTles were .

%. .

I ,
I .

self-contained-and that neither businesses nor indiv1due7 consult}

_ . .,' .:§:,;45),.
.. . .

would look outside the commyn. ity in their economic activity: li-ifi:

has.-proved to be an unfbunded assumption. Many'df the managers and
.

skilled worker% do:not cbme from the commuditrand preferto,spend'

-their; salaries on'goods mdTe-ireadlly avajOable in cities. .T1i$'

consumption patterns of bLtsfneises also seem oriented to urban

. I

markets, but, a4pinvdata are limited. Theke tentative findings have

caused increased concern abput the problem of "capital leakage" from

tt

rural communities., However, it is.not alway's easy to determine what

'-constitutes capital leakage. Indeed, it is by no'means clear what

constitute4 an economic community as opposed to a poltiical

jurisdiction. An economic community or market area could include

a county or a multi-county area-rather than simply a "town." These

distinctions have rarely been madetip discussiohs of rural development.

A second reason for the lack of insight on matters of scale is the

C

nature of research efforts to date. There is a general lack of data

on the developmental experiences of real communities. Scholars have
,

t.
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relied unduly and often inappropriately on census data. These rational

aaareaatd data can offer Jittle insiaht into questions of scale reaarded

as aulstions of de velopm7ntal seauences and threshholds. Eyen.if theie

national aaareaate data were-far more comprehensive and precise thari they

Ni are, they would be inaqpropriate for aninvestiaation of actual,

developmental seauences: Since these data have not been collected

over time,in a wrier that would permit comparison: icholars hayed tended

to substitute comparative cross-seCtional studies foilactual lonaitudinal.

' stuaies: Thls'is precisely' the wrona approach since it depends on

a assumatiohs about the very topic at issue--the temooral seauences of

chance and the causal patterns of these temporal sequences.

These same problems affect the few community case studies that

have been done. pate are collected at one period of time but not over

time. These case studies are often done by single researchers or

small teams with neither the time nor the resources to continue the

investigations over a Ruriiber of ,years. AIL the problems of comparing case

studies affect attempts to make generalizations about rural development

on the basis of the few case studies that-have been done. Even when the

a

individual case studies are well-done, thei, have limited generalrzability unless

, they are part of a number of studies desigled to be compared.

It is understandable that_scholars an l polidy, makers ishould both

. be eager to.generate insights into rural d velopment withOut Waiting for

a variety of qommunities/o live out their complete developmental ,

sequinces. However, it would be possible ,to compe\lsate for the lack of

historical aggregate data byldoing a series of case studies that
, . >

include historical econgnic anthropology. Such case studies would be
694 i

...

I

()
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a cost effectivq research method compared to the cost of national'

survey research or the collection of national aggregate data. The barrier

has not been cost but-In understanding what types of data.are required

and in determining what questions are central to,an understanding of

IL

rural development. ,

4 ,

,

It is curious that there has beensolittle.concern with queitiOns of

scale im manufacturing and 'service enterprises since there has been so

much interest..in questions of scale of agricultural enterprises and the

relation between farm size and community vitality. Walter Goldschmim's

classic study ha's been the object of controversy but not of neglec.
2

Follow -up studies have supported Goldschmitt's initial findings--diversity

in bhe scale pf farms, with an emphasis on medium-sized commercial -,

farms, sustains communities with a broad range Of businesses and social

services.
3 No similar study has been done for the non-farm sectors of

rural economies. There has been some concern° with one-enterprise'"company

towns" but this has been aMatter more of monopoly than of scale.

Similarly, there has been virtually -no research An the relation between

.agricultural enterprises andindusteial enterprises.
4

*Does the presence

of one or more large enterprises have any impdct on the modal'scale of

agricultural enterprises? No one - knows. it seertS unlikefy that .the

agricultural and industrial sectors of local economies would not

affect eachtother. In some areas of west Texas, there have been local,

controversiespitting large plants seeking to move into an area against

farmers and railchers who see ihdustries, especially large industries, as

a strain on local water supplies. Competition over resources and
.

controversies over relative tax levels and relative benefits from

tax monies seem fruitful areas for future research.
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There is no itilStitute:for research on these matter
_

,4*

. 10

The Ana lvy

between agriculture and indusn'y is imperfect at best. No one has ny

/

basis for guessing whether the `Goldschmitt'findings on the relatidn between

agricultural scale and community vitatity would also prove valid for tyre

ielation between industrial scale and community vitality:,,

Some discussion, and a far more limited amount of research, has dealt z.

with the size of Community most conducive to business vitality*:5 The

debate over "grOwth,centers has° occurred with reference ,to rural America

as well as with reference to policies for regionally balanced grovia

«. -

in several of the developing nations. These discussions' have produced .

.

little consensus on the question of the scale of .community squired to

attractrand sustain particular types of industries. Growth center theory,
I. ,- '4

has been inexplicably devoid of concern with developmental sequenCes' and
.

'''
.

has tended to treat,develoomet iA a fairly ,static Manner. The patterns-or

. ...?

growth ii the growth Centers theMselVei has attracted little attention,

perhaps'because'growth center theory has'remain largelyjlygothetical, ,

an exercise of those planning for the future rather than research on
-

previous changes._

A The critique Of groWkh center,theory has centered on 'introd'uction'

.

of poliiical consideration'S rather than economiC:ptensing cFiteria.

/ m is
(

,
lising the e*periences-of the Appalachia'RegionaLi,,,commissidp. Hansen it

- ., .
. .. .--

,

-

be.fOremo t-studenof the impact of poliitcal factors an growth,,

)
.

4.. ,

4*Iter: lans. Hansen triticiz d the 4MMission for identifying. too ..:

,,,,.6 : rl -.-

many potential growtycedters a 4 for basing these apsjgnation't,- ..z.,.. -. . , . .K ,-
:primarily on political driteria. a does not address the issues of P ' 'b'

,0
-scale as directly as he Addresses

P

,

ssues% of the dispersion

a

ve

ffo.rt.

.1

fi"
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A second set of questions centers oa the impact of -grown- centers

on the surrounding Area. 'Does develdpment actually spread ftIOM the

growth centekto a surrounding area? This is especially important in

rural areaswhere 'the difference hetweenia community and the

surrounding area is less dramatic than the difference between a city

.
. ,

and its'rural hinterland. Current data do not permit one to distinguish

.
,

various types of growth centers', on their:surrounding,area4,

However'? concern is now growing that intensified. relative underdevelopment'

is as likely ,in the surrounding area as -is enhanced development. N\

The growth center debate raises the larger question of .the

,.definition of a Pcommunity" for development purposes. No one would

suggest that.every community now existing ions rural. America can or shbuid

be the object of public_sector or private sector efforts to stimulate

growth.' The private sector has shown no interest in such a .criterion for
°

investment, decisions,. The burden on' the public sector -- whether federal,

state,'or local--would be prohibitive. Stated most.baldly, these are

questions of which communities should live and which communities should
4

a

die and whether this should be a matter, at least to some extent, of '

4-

citizen preference expressed throUgh public policy or whether it should be,a

matter of market forces. These are not the kindi of queitions'that

officials wish to consider directly --or at least which they wish to

admit that they are considering. ,&ven if market forces remain

predominate, more careful consideration of the issues of scale would

- help clarify deliberations in both the public and privatesettbrs.

4 me

fa.
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. ' Aspects,of Rural Poverty

i.........-
Poor people are not a distinctivefeature of rural America. However,

c

oor in rural Kroierica .tee'to differ: from the poor' in urban America

-4-

,

4:4 ,
,..the

in ways that-should have an Irt on pcilicies designed to!dePl,with
- 0

.
, ,

. t. v ,

4 ..
.

poverty in the two differ.pf'contexts.
.

Under mployment, riot unepployment,
. , ,
'is the greatest problem in

- I -

-t .

rural7America. The rural Oor temPto be'd,worki'ng poor., At least

25% of the'poor families
.

in rural America have one member working for the
.

,

entire year.7 Poor rucelAmeri cans helve demonstrated their willingness,0

,

to Wprk.and their ability to hold jobs. The problem is that they

cannot earn, enoug4 to supportthemseNes and their families by their.
?;

work.

S

Nat only doMost poor rural Americans work but a large proportiop'of

them hold more than one job. They may hold two or more patime
4

jobs simultaneously or they may hold several seasonal jabs throughout

-year. Such industries as agriculture, coi,structioh\ and mining tend--

to be seasonal.

Self-employmen t is'more common In rural Amer'ica
0

urban

America, This istrue even if one excludes agriculture from the
-

:comparison. Almoit 10% of the rural labor force is self- employed

. 4

outside of agriculture. If one includes agriculture, then 1.7% of the

rural labor.fo% is self-employed, with 11% of these relying exclusively
.

8 .
.11

on self - employment. .4

I" The poor in--rural'America tend to live in families With both

. . .

pareh4Xpresenx. Almost 76% of the poor families in rural America

are headed bT Males.9 Partly as a conseqUence, only 25% of poor families

in rural America receive ,assistance froM Aid to Families with

Dependent Chifdientb Oply.20%so1;, the rural poor but 33% of the, urban poor

14
.

o
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receive public assistance.
1,1These statistics reflect the combine effects

\
,,-.)- . .

of family efforts and state policie. Many oflhe Southern states with
.

. 'large. populaton of rural poor, have low levels of social services.

, . \
l` National l ?, Social.feCurity'is- the largest government program in rural

America,-
\

: Fbmilies survive, although.they do not overcome poverty,
,

-. .

by working. : Thirty per c of the poor families in rural Amerian

\ 12. .c

have two or4itore perspns working. .

0 .

.
IN,

,Because they work, many poor persons in rural America cannot
. . '\ -\ ,,

qualify for public assistance. Such proNgrams Tequire that a personi.
----be-unemTiliyed himself or herself and

0
,

family il-11,4h-i-ch at least one member
t;_,

that he\or she not be living in a

is employed..N These eligibility

criteria neglect the problems of,the persistently poor,sub-employed.

Sub-employment hai been estmated to be 50% higherin rurar,than in

,urbanAmerica.13
F v

Perhaps most paradoxical of-all, the rural poortend to be -a

property-own ieng population. The idea of "poor" property owners strikes

most Americans as incongruous. Resolving the paradox requires
. .

.

distinguishing between net worth and net)income. Owning--or holding

some equityin--a small )or marginal farm does not give a person the

. . 0

kind of net worth po.sition that can'be leveraged' into expanded assets.

_

Marginal farms or small plots owned as home sites do not so much increase

a .person's assets as limit a person's mopility.-The ownership of such

property does not raisa person oi- faMilynabove the poverty level.

Many small farmers work off their farms or their wives hold off-farm

jobs'to support the farm. In many of those situations, it is necessary to

work to protect what little equity one has in property. instead of net

worth enhancing net income, net income is used to protect t worth.

15
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This limited mobility means that the rural 'poor cannot and `will not

travel great distances in search of employment. They will stapnear-
411,-

their= farms or homesites even if it means a. less desirable job at a

less desirable wage.

The limited mobility of the rural 14Or force is determined not

simply by property ownership but also by several characteristics of

many individuals in this labor force. Rural Americans tend to have

less formal education than do urban Americans.
14
Education levels vary

within the rural population. These variations are fairly complex.

For example, among farmers, women tend to havelmore education than me.

But, among the nonfarm rural population men tend' ta have more education

than women. Region and race add furthg7Complexities to. thp picture.

In general, one can say that the rural labor force is not highly

educated but it is not unedudated. The problem is not so much

functional illiteracy,.as it may be among the urban hard core unemployed,'
7r

but low levels of education and lack of any specific skills. These

limited education levels make it more difficult for rural workers to

adapt to different types, of work, or to advance beyond an'entrylevel

position once they do find jobi.

Race and region also affect the opportunities availabe to

rural workers1 .UnempJoyment is highest among blacks in the Deep South.

Black men have a higher unemployment rate than/do black women. Women,

white and black, are:sought as workers in the service sector and in

nondbrable manu'fa'cturing.' The reasons for emplo yers' prefernce for

women workers 'in 6-se unskilled .and semiskilled jobs in rural

16

`
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industries have not been fully eiplored. This preference does not
,

hold,in the West and in those parts of, Appalachia where mining i?

the primary occupation;

Although, there are many,exceptionsv-oneccan suggest that rural

poverty results from underemployment rther than primarily from

unemployment. Rural workers have jgb experience in unskilled or
,

semi-skilled jobs% They have little experience with unionization.

or with other: forms of organization to asseft or protect their

rights. SimiLarly, rural workers experiencing temporary or periodic

unemployment are less likely than their urban counterparts to receive

public assistance.

-It is not clear that these characteristics of the rural poor'ai-e

recognized and understood by those who are planning rural development

programs. Drawing on urban analogies may be especially inappropriate

for those who develop and impler.rient vocatio al education programs for ,

rural workers. To the extent that progr ms are designed to solve problems

of unemplOyment they will be largely, irr=elevant to the rural labor force.

However, programs that address issues of underemployment tend. to become

extremely controversial within local labor markets, especially when these

labor markets are controlled by one major employer. Program hat seek to

enhance the mobility and thereby the economic bargaining power of rural

workers are bound to arouse the opposition of employers who benefit .

from their workers' lack of alternatives.',Addressing the problems of

those who remain poor even while they and their families work is generally

a politically controversial undertaking. Politicians can be expected to
.
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become involved in such controversies only if they UriZterstand that

poverty has more complei causes that a disinclination,to work and if'.

they see that simply holding a job may not raise a person or'a family

above the poverty level. Work is not an end in itself, but,a means

of achieving a better life for oneself and one's family.

The issuecif underemployment has scarcely been addressed.

The crucial question is whether underempioyemnt is essential to maintain

the kinds of firms that locate in rural America. Do rural. Americans

have a choice only between no jobs or jobs that do nothelp them

overcome poverty? Do rural Americahs have only, the alternatives

of being the unemployed poor or the working poor? Asking these questions

.means asking fundamental'questions about American industries and whether

the kinds of industries that are most common in rural America are

actually competing with the wage rates of the developing nations, where

nondurable manufacturing plants are being established in ever-increasing

numbers. 'There are no answers to such questions given the present

state of knowledge. Such questions are oril beginning to be asked as

observers begin to explore the differences between rural' and urban poverty.

dk
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Poverty' and Rue) Communities ,

Rural communities are also characterized by distinctive features

linked with pove.5ty. Some of these features are causes of poverty, some

are and some_are both since poverty tends to be

reinforcing and self-perpetbating. IndiVidual poverty exists in a

'
particular institutional context which is both a cause, and consequence

of poverty.

Rural communities tend todiffer among themselves in almost every

dimension. Even if "rural" -communities are restricted to those with

populations of 2,500 or less, the range of diversity is aimsot

overwhelming' for analysts and planners. Yet, rural communities,do share

some cenmon features that relate to rural development and the relationship

between rural development strategies and rural apwerty.

"Rural communities tend,to have part time'dovernments wtth little

experience with the process of benefitting from federal or state

programs designed to address their problems. "GrantsmanShip" tendi'to

be an urban skill: Some observers suggest that rural poeple, are

inherently more self-reliant and therefore that their lower incldence of

aid from federaltor state sources reflects rural preferences rattier than

rural disabilities. There is no conclusive'e4idence on tits issue. What

is eviddnt is that rUral'America has received significantly less from

public programs on a per capita basis than has urban America. The inherent

difficulties of political culture analysisdetermining whether people ,

receive less from their governments because their" culture conditions thim

to seek and desire less--is beyond the.sCope of this Raper. Political

Cultdre remains'an unexplored dimension of social science. In the current

state of the art; political culture .assertions can be and_are used to
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justify whatever current)-y'exists by. those who currently benefit

. .

from a41men set of condkions.

The institutional characteristics of. local., Aove'rnmenls offer

a more researchable field of inquiry than does "rural culture."

Throughout oti. 'national history Americahs haveleld paradoxically

ow-
ambivalent attitudes toward lape l governments-- -valuing small governmental

units in.the abstract but disparaging them in their concrete operation s'.

Lost, studies of local' governments point*to their 1,imited zapacities to

plan and implement programs. In addition; many of these local governments

in rural, areas as well as in cities have been notably corrupt. At the
.0

very .least, lotal governments tend to be cOntrolled by a very small

sector of the population. Dying the 1960s romantic invocations of

the virtues of local control became a staple Of counter-cultural politics.

Despite the 1960s rhetorical invocation of local governments, little

reseai-ch has been done On their operations. Academic political

scientists have virtually' abandoned concern with local governments

and pay only fleeting attention to state governments.

-

Contemgorary interestiin local governments arises not among

academics but among those who have attempted to pln'and implement'."

programs with local governments. These analysts and'Oanners have

become concerned with what is now called "capacity building." 16 This

means the,capac y to plan and implement local undertakings and to coordinate

,
. efforts with *they local governments, with state agenctesand

-.

federal agencies. Representing tHe iaterests Of local people d pends'

on local governments-1 capacities to.interact with other public and

. ,
private sector actors invo)veid.in economic development.

9
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. The concern with capacity building will continue-rcgar-aess of

the,.precise nature of Atilerican federalism.- 'Giving_more power to local.

governments will have littleoimpact unless those-local governments

<, ave the capacity to capitalize on the new opportunities. The"effect of
.

block grants remains a matter of speculation. Undoubtedly, the'effecis

will vary treatly among local governments. There is a distinct possibility

that block giants may exacerbate the consequences'of the limited

0

planning, implementation, and interaction-capacities of local

governments. Brock grants can, then, decreaselederal control.o

resources and federal direCtion of programs without at the same time

increasing local control of/resources and direction of programs.

Even if local governments achieie enhanced institutional capacity,

the consequences for individual well-being in the 1dial area are nqt
_

immediately clear. ,All government involves trade-offs betwee

to community mores and the skills reqUired to serve community needs,

co.

ountability

Thisjs the challenge of poltiical leadership. This challenge and the

trade-offs it involves become more complex 'as-the decisions to, be made

about 'community affairs come to require more specialized technical:

r 4 0

knowledge. This
gr

is unavoidable. . ocal governments cannot serve their

people.by ,ignoring fundamental trends in the larger society. An..attempt,

, AV,
_to preserve local governments f;om the dlodern world simply. excludes local

officials from any meaningful role in the decision'-making process.

Decisions will be made .by state or-federal,officials'or by actors in th4

,

private sector. It-js difficult to conclUde that it is-liore democratic

. Aftr

for local off 1 Is to lose influence to state officials than. to federal

officials.' A healthy federal republic and sound public progratis require

that locS1 governments plasPwan effective role. :Block grantscannot in'
.

21
.
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themselves ensure that effectiveness.

Local governments may well some to deal directly with-private

sector actors to a greater extent than they do now.- 'Block grants )

4 ,;

,

that actuaLlkimaL more funds to lodal-governments mar 9
,

.

-incensif 4bis 'trend. The extentof.current co-operation between

hi". .
'

localgovernments-and businesses seeking to locate in an area remains
- .

. -. g-yil' L' , ,

large, undocumented.
.,

, .

Building the capacities of local goverretnts is not an epd'in

,.
itself. The purpose of any 'governmental action in a.democracy is to

. ,

serve the
,
interests of citizens. This is alway,s la politic'al matter-and

i A .

it is quite properly apolitical mattter..thanges ikthe,operatiopof.
g

,

,Ile federal system shape the ditributiOn of advantage, in that system.
e

4':

r
4

- 4

Some sectors of the popUlation will/ rsue their interests more
D

.

. A
.

.expanded role,successfyllly when the state governments.playaan expfl.e, while.

other sectors of the population.will look to the, federal government for

relative advantage.. .it should hardly be surprising -that,procedural'
..4.

. ,

, ci ".
,.. -

.
. .., r

questions are intimately related to questions about the*pursuit of
f, . J. p

goals. If this were not the case, procedural questions Would hardly
-

be worth discussing.

rs
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Experiences with%Rural Development

/

Comments on experiences with rural development are unavoidably ,

.
I

a series of snapshots
r

rather than a moving picture:, To date, neither.
.:- .

,
.

scholars nor practicionds have collected longitudinal data nor
.

, . .

1
. .

....*
_,

.

conducted a series 01 case studies based on-systematic comparisons,

Indeed, it is impossible to determine whether the data that have been
....

.

.
.

. .
.

,
collected constitute a 'reasonably 1-epretentative, If not a statistically

.

random, sample of experiences with rural -development'. No one has ever

,

catalogued those experiences, one doesn9f,-"even knoW whdt.Univerie:
of experiences one might be sampling. With such kideterminacy-in'the

data, it is impossible even to describe experiences much less to develop

or test hypothese about the processes of economic growth In rural areas..

Of course, observer generally Amoan the state'cf the data and

t0;"'

call for efforts to 'rectify the problems. However, data collectigq

-.2

a grand scale may be premature. there is as yet no model of rural
.Lair.

developmemt, no dgreeent on what.one would wish to know should' one be 1/

able to col/lect more da a. The criteria by which rural development)

is :to be evaluated remain\o be specified. This is one of the reasons

that debates.oyer rural dev iopment can be so passionate without being%
enlightening. Of course, data collection and model building are

\

synergistic entjtises. No one would suggest that no further data
.-

.__
\ i

should be collected until a general mOdel,of rural economic growth

had been developed. -Similarly, noone wourd reasonably suggest thato.,

.

data
0
collection is a substitute for conceptualizafron;

This paper cannot provide new data. It similarly does not
, .

progiose a genera l model of rural- development. (HoweAer, it is useful

to think of three.criterLa of successful rural developmentindi,Vcidual
*Ft.

betterment, comity vitality,-and national economic revitalization.)

r
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Most people would probably agree that-all three are desirable. Disagreements
.

arise over priorities. Pursuit of one goal is not neutral with respect,

to the goals assigned second and third priority. I some instances,

choice of one goa impedes progress on another goal. It is not clear

whether or in what manner' individual betterment links with community

vitality an he two link with national economic revitalization.

The current data permit no definitive answers.
o

110-

Having made a distinction among three broad goals of tural

develoPment, the next step is to ask what role rural industrialization

has played in'the pursuit of each of thes goals.

. . The most sys5tling and potentially disquieting finding is that the

increased economic well-being ofrAal Americns has depended more on

17
increased transfer payments than on increased wages for jobs. Transfer

payments have. come primarily from the federal government. SocialNSecurity'4"-
-

is the largest single source of these transfer payments. This does

not mean that Full 1 Americans ere receiving a disprobort iohate share

of the benefits from federal programs. Rather, it 'Suggests that Even

though benefits to rural Americans lag. behind tho,se teceived by urban

,

Americans, these payments Coaltitute'a larger share of the rural than

18
urban income. -This further suggests that wages are a less ithRortarit'

410-
0 -

share of the rural than the urban income -even though employment has '-

it

been growing in rural America. This is a pattern consistent with the
4

P

existence of a signfcant Oegree of sub-employmeht. Since a continued

expansion of transfer payments cannot be assumed, ruralAMericans

aid rural comm'unities may feel impOrtdnt effcts. Heretofo're,';riuch

of the well-being based on transfer payments has been attributed to the

benefits oi4insutrialiiation.This has helped obscure the problem of.rural

,.24.
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sub-emplyment. Tht impact of transfer payments would probably have

been'greaterr had rural Americans been mose\awlre-of their eligibility

for benefits from various programs. It is generally felt that many more
V

'rural Americans are actualtyleligihle for benefits than are receiving

k' 7

benefits: In addition; the particular charabteristics bf rural pOverty--

a working, property-owning, family-based poverty7-disqualify rural .

AiilePic4Rs from some of the programs they would seem to qbalgy'for

v.

on income criteria.- Whether this has been a positive factor for the

- future prospects of rural' Americas s a matter of intense controversy. .

rr

Rural Americans would seem to,provide a useful test-of the Gilder

hypothesis that people who do not qualify for government Programs

have a greater chance of overcoming poverty than-do thOse who have

received public assistance, especially if that assistance is tased
.

on single-parent households.
19

-

,
1,1

,

The effects of industrialization have not been distinguished from the
4.

.

. . ,
...,

effects of-transfer payments in pursing the three goals'of rural
..,.

development. Transfer payments are further distinguishedfrom.
.

indUstrialization by the non-involvement of local governments iii

attracting such income. Transfer payments are,made to ndiiiidua,ls.

They do not require community involvement. Therefore,-thqliMited

-r.

,institutional capacities of local governments care obscured the

4i-flow of income to local citizens through transfer. payments. In the

case of'industries, local governments are.becoming involved in offering

.

incentives tolocation. This tests the capacities of local lovernments
4 4

to serve and to reconcile the interests of.'diverSe components of the
r mt.

hocal population, the interests of the new Or expanding industrial

sector, and the interests.of an older agricultural sector,

er

L

1
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States and communities now comp tie-intensely for industries'.

4.

The,tompet.1"ition is especially acute or.00ndurabje manufacturers

,since they are not bound bj:the,-Ivai ability of raw materials or

other characteristics peculiar to a

low- skilled workers of the type avai

.competition a tiros t al i communities

P Communities can be abtomatically rul

articular site. They also employ

able in rural areas. In such. a

7

ave4aIimething to offer nd.few

d.out.' Unlike mining or other

.

forms of energy development, nondura It Manufacturinglplants,can be

i.
relooated with little disruption to-production. The competi.tion

.4P.
.

,..

. among states and communities me know as "smokestac.7 k chasing."
20

Evidence is acerulatig that some c mpanies take advantage.of the-

competition to locate and then to re ocate and then relocate again tocompetition
. K

take advantage of community incentiv , Again, it is not always disy to

Idetermine when in fict an industry

adding a new fatuity. Relocation

one would gather fN the heated exc

_odnferences.

relocating and when, it is

a far more complex process than

anges at Sun Beltl.Frost Bel-t

Industrial, location decisions a e not- clearly understood. There is

no agreement even in a list of facto s that affect location decisions.

Much less insight is, available on thje,priorities that executives in
as

various types of industries attach too the numerous factors relevant

in n a location decision. Two research methods'have been tried and each has

its limitatitips.- One m ht ask those who.make such decisions what

factors influenced eir choices and, one might infer the reasons for a:

decision from the decision itself. Each method has advantages and

disadvantages. As in any survey research, askigg pCipants produces

26
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articulated attitudes. It is not.necessarit to suggest that respondents

lie in order to suggest that attitudes and behavior do not always

correspond perfectly. Attempting to infer.the reasoning process from

a sample of location decisions risks picking a sample of outcomes that

are atypical or failing to capture the complexityof the

decision. Those aspects of a location,. that seed most obviously important

to an observer may not have been the.mostl(nportant factors in the -

-minds of the decision-makers. There problems are inherent in all

research projects and,,do not constitute a unique or insurmountable

barrier to meaningful research on rural development. However, awareness

of these methodological, considei-ations is useful -in assessing those .

few studies on location that have been done.

14,

One finds very few studies of the location of rural industries.
21

Business perdns generally assert that low wages °themselves are not a

primary consideration and thatthe efficiency of the labor fbrce is

even more important in determing labor costs. What actually constitutes

cheap labor in various -industries is a matter of some 'dispute.

Local governthent leaders and state officials seem convinced that
. -

public sector incentives\are essential. Fragmentary research shdws

no conclusive evidence that business leaders share thisfliiew. It is

possible that the more marginal businesses are more attracted by

tax incentives than are more' stable businesses, but the data are

. sparse. Provision of infrastructure_in the form of land, buildings,

water, and electricity may be important factors in 'location decisions:.
,

The4inostlopertarafactor in location.decisions seems to be an

'
4,

assdssment of the business climate.
22 In this assessment, the likelihood

27
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of.labor troubles seems to be a veryimportant, possibly a decisive,

factor. Aural areas, especially in the South, have a lower rate of

unionization than doez the nation as a whole. The pFovision of

physical infrastructure, tax Incentives, and training programs

t-
may be more significant as indicators' if a community and state

commitMent to ,goodgood business climate .than as factors in their own
,

right. Areiptof large"mirvivity populations are regarded by at least

some making location decisions as a poor risk since minority

populations may attract unionization or other efforts destabilizing

the local tabor force.
23

Since women are available in all areas, their

%presence or'absence cannot be a locational criterion. HoweveF, since

women't wages nationally are 59t for every dollar earned by men, they

are a low-wage and generally a non-disruptive work force.

The roles actually played by local governments and state governments

in shaping locatioh decisions by the private sector requires far more

research. No one has yet inventoried the range and incidence of locational

incentives. Nor is the impact of these incentives on the community

40t

well-understood. Who pays for rural ipdustrialization? Answers-are not

yet being sought throUgh systematic inquiry.

The emphasis on attracting industries has obscured inquiry into

what happens okq the industry comes to a local area. What are the

results ofosuccessful smokestack chasing? For individuals, the results

are jobs but not necesaarily an end to poverty. Most of the managerial

and skilled positions go to new arrivals, to those brought in by the firm:
24

Local residents tend to get-the unskilled jobs that pay minimal wages

. and provide, at best, minimal benefits. packages. Young workers and women

are,/hien preference.o;ler adult :men. ',,The redsbbs for this preference is

28 4



unclear. The results are somewhat clearer. Women in mire) industries

have more jobs but their median ihcome declined $200 per year-between

1969 and 1976 as more and more women were employed in low-payIng

jobs. There are instvps of=women whose ,work is iamanagerl but ewhos

jobs have been redefined to cler---ical, se-that their wages can be kept

at a minimar level. A study by the United States Department of
. .

. Agriculture concluded

While it is true that labor forte participation increased,
that residential differences in participation declined,,and that

.1majority of employment growth during the 1960s was actounted

°. for by women, other indicators, such as the industrial and

occupational composition of emnloyment, show that nonmetro ,

women continUed to be concentrated in'low-wage, low-skill, and

low-status jobs. Over one-quarter of nonmetro women were.employed

i-n-nondurable-inarrufactur-ing-, e*traot and-personal

service industries, while only 17 pdrcent of metropolitan

, women mere similarly employed....
While number of employed:nonmetro women with earnings

increased by 2.9 million from 1969 to 1976, the mean
earnings of these women actually declined by $200. Therefore,

while more women are becoming employed, the occupational

and industrial composition
5
of their job opportunities implies

reduced average earnings.

Thii is a consequence as' much of the nature of lob opportunities as

of sex-based wdge rates. The same factors affect'the wage rates of men

in rural industries, especially the men from-the community into whrth

the industry moves. Local men tend to work at unskilled or semirskilled
. .

jobs, while the in-migrant males tend to Hold supervisory and managerial

positions. Neither men nor women from the -local area tend-to have'

.

much opportunity for career advancement within the company.

Black men have far" fewer opportunitidt for employment than do

white women or men.
26
This is seen most clearly' in the South, where

employment oPPortunities'have'rncreased rapidly in rural industxlet.

,

-. However, although blacks comprise 40% of the Southern work force, thQ

29
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have received only 16% of the new jobs.
27

In

Alaba\

ma industrial employment
, 4

rose 30% between 1950 and 1970',,but employment in theillogt heavily.

\
black areas deQlined by 30%.23

Overall, rural industrt-a-1-i-zatiorr seems-to---coexift with-con-Mier-
_

sub-emplyment._ Since 1950 industrial jobs paying below the national

average have increased by i28% in rural America," while industrial jobs

paying above the hational'average have increased by only 28? A study \

prepared by the National Institute of l ducation concluded:

The growth of large-scale businessand industry in rural
locations has improved rural conditioRs simply by putting more
people to_work. 11 has not, according to most studies, helped
those most in nedd, the disadvantaged and minorities, nor
has it sighificantly improved income djspar_i_t_Les_._...Thus,

while industrial growth has improved the employment -picture,
in rural areas, it has nq always improved the income pi ture
or the quality of life. ' .

These findings remain, tentative until one has better informatio oh.

what kinds of rural industries in whinds of locations account for

various levels of wages. It is also unclear how broad-based, how close

to statistically random are the samples on which 'these ihdings are based.

Whether the pattern of sub-employmentcontinues as industries mature or-
as more industries become established in a community_remains_unresearched.

Successful smokestack chasing also hag consequences for the

community.. These consequences.effect both the public and private sectors

in local communities. The public sector impacts relate to the costs of

attracting industries and the costs.associatO with population growth

,linked with industrialization. These public finance questions have rarely
. ,

even been discussed, much less researched.
31 Competition for industtlai

seams to involve tax breaks, tax deferrals,'and direct expenditures such

as the provision of a plant site and perhaps even buildings. These costs
I°

3p

4,
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may be fiananced by the sale of bonds or through increases in'the property

tax. The tax burden on various sectors.of the community associated

witH various levels_. a0c1 Ines of public financing_of_i_nshig.trial_p_lants

remains unexplored. Sommers and his colleagues found that local

government officials generally underestimated the costs and overestimate

the benefits of attracting an industrial plane.
32Again, they maki no claim

that they have a statistically representative sample even thoygh theirs
42

is the most comprehensive coffpilation of0data on rural development to date.

Public finance of rural development is'perhaps the, most important

unexamined area of inquiry. It requires collecting data from-thousands

of local governments and quasi-governmental organizations, inventorying

their powers to raise revenue,and conducting case studies on the

impacts'of these revenue-raising strategies.
33It is impossible to

draw any conclusions about the benefits of rural industrialization until

it is possible, to dodument-the costs.

The direct costs associated with attracting an industry may be

compounded by indirect costs its sustaining that industry"_. These costs

expanded such was sewer, streets,

street lighting, education, health care, recreational facilities. Such

costs could also be community benefits by enhancing the quality of local

life and by stimulating local economic activity. Overall, however, the

multipliers associated with the' location of a plant in a rural community

are small.
3 This is'partly due to capital leakage from the local

-

community tothe nearest large cit.' Bluestone round that communities

not adjacent to metropolitan areas retain a greater share of the money

31
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enerated bylocal industry than do communities that are .adjacent

metropolitan areas. Nevertheless, capital leakage remains a
.. 35

factor. This is primarily aleakage to urban areas rather than to the

t.s rrounding rural areas. Rural industrialization tends to helpI.
communities but not counties to the extent that )t has documentable local

36
benefits. The impact on a community is.also limited by the prior existence

.

. , 37
of substantial excets.capacity in local retail and service enterprises.

Ne* industrial plants do not seem to help start other new business but

they may help existing businesses remain viable. This is a very complex

matter. Industrial plants that bring' in new people also tend to. attract
.

new businesses, usually franchises of national chains, to permit those

people to live as they Have elsewhere. This is usually welcomed by local

people who prefer to eat the Mild\ of fast food they see on television

r ter than that available from local cafe. In some spheres at
. -

least local people Welcome change. Again, there is ho substitute for

careful case studies of changes,in actuattommunities.

In all of these studies agrjoulture is a major neglected variable.
33

Rural communities have b en sustained--to the extent that they have been

sustained -by agrar an economies. The relation between the older

agricultural economy and the new industrial sector defiet speculation.

To the extent. that rural industrialization.is financed through increased*

property taxes, farmers will bear a disproportionate burden. However,

local taxes do not usually constitute an important share of total farm

costs. To the extent that local industry Makes land more valuable,

,

fafmers will have increased net worth and enhanced borrowing capacity.
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There has been no satisfactory research on the impact of local

and state taxes on farmers. Since tax returns are confidential,

neither2 officials nor'scholars routinely have access to the data

necessary for assessing the impacts of taxes on farms. The

relation between the agricdltural and industrial sectot's of local

economies remains virtually unexamined.

It would be premature to reach any firm conlcusions about

the experiences with rural industrialization. Raising the question

of scale is to show the lack of research on the causal sequenees

of rural economic growth as well as on the impacts of these changei

on individuals, communities and the national economy.
-

The national impacts of rural economic change are probably

less pervalive than the impact of. national economic developments

on rural economies. In the national debate over economic policies,

rural areas are rarely mentroned. Rural areas are virtualli,

excluded from the controversy over reindustrializatialj

33
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Rural 'Development in National Perspective
, >

Everyone agrees that rural development s linked'Nto the prOV'ilion of

jobs. Not everyone agrees on bow to provide the.kind of jobs that permit

workers to raise themselves and their - families out of poverty. The

debate over jobs hSs been subsumed. in a national debate over the operatibn

of the .entire national economy, the roiesiof the public and private

sectors, and the merits of focusing directly on the needs of the poor. In

this debate, rural' .America is rarely mentioned directly.' Yet, the .deblte
A

.miee."reinduitriaizaton" could have profound:.consequences for rural

America and rural Americans.The nature of the potentiatAithpacts is

best understood in the'light of a brief dicussion.of.the broad er(

*debate over national' economic revitalization....

"ReindustriaLization" is not simply another program or pcilicy.- It is

a public philosophy for the nation : It calls for fundamental changes in

.

individual and societaj,values and behaviors, au*iness.leaders:
o

leaders, elebted leaders, s enior administratars, and scholars

from the universities and the private research centers haye all

participated in shaping this new public philosophy.

Productivity is.the central theme of the proponents of'reindustrialization.

eia

Business Week. opened its special is*sue'on reindustrialization' with a

dramatic call f6 a commitment to increased' productivity: I,

The U.S. economy must undergo a fundamental change if. it ibs to

retain a measure of economic viability let 61one leadership

in7tbe remaining twenty years of this century. This-goal must

be nothing less .than the rerhdustrralization of America. A

conscious effort to rebuild America's productive capacity
is the.dnly'rear alternative tothe precipitous loss of
competitiveness of the last fifteen years, owhichthis --

year's wave of plant closings across the continent is only

the most vivid manifestation.
Reinduwialization will reluire sweeping changes in basic

34
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institutions, in the framework for economic policAmaki.ng.,

and in' the way the major actors on. the economic scene--

business, labor, government'and minorities--think about

..whalt they put into the economy an what they get out of it.

From these changes must come a new social Contract between these

groups, based on a specific recognition of what each Mutt. '

.
contribute to acce ate economic growth and what each can

expect to receive.
,z'

iEnhanced productivity is 'most important in those industries that can

compete successfully in internationa l markets,. Reindustria I i zat ion is

not a series of ad hoc bail-opts ,or troubled companies but a

transformation of American capitalism.

Any such fundamental restrycturrng of the economy will inevitably

have profound, effects throughout the economy, the society, and 0

political system. Reindustcialization will have especially important
0

impacts on employment policies and on social service programs. The
°

easy and comforting assiimp'iion'that growth benefits-everyone is not
. .

necessari ly correct.. The proponents-ofereindustrialization do not resort,

,ato this soothing rhetoric. 6,

4

The primary purpose of
reinAt

tstrialization s capital accumulation,
.6

not job creation. Peter Drucker, writing in TheValPStreet jOurnali° 0.

.e ,

makes this liistinction quite Clearly: . ° .;

When union leaders and executives of old-line.manufacturing

industrtes call fOr '!reindustgializafion," they.most*Ciiiimonly

mean policies that will maintain Itraditiona)blue-'collar
employment-:especially jobs for semi-skilled machine

operators--tp mass production industries.
o

But., in all highly developed industrial countriesTincluding

themore industrialized parts of the Communist bloc, policies

aimed at maintaining traditional blue-collar employment are

incompatible with another meaning of "reindustrialization":

the restoration of international cempet.itiveness as a producer

and exporter of manufactured goods. Qn the contrary, the

only way for a developed economy like the U.S. to.regain itts

35 .
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international competitiveness IS to encourage ajf44irly rapid

shrinkage of traditional blue-collar employment.7 4,

34

To the proponents of reindustrialization, much of the American labor'force

is an unproductive surplus, a drain on productivity not characteristic

of the economies of the other advanced industrial natidns Since these

people will continue to exist, someway, must be found to turn, them from

a liability into an asset. Business Week suggests t- hit these Workprs
. .

#,

,could be the basis of 4 strategy to make the Uni,ted Statescompatitive
41 .

with the industries of the developing nations. This strategy deOends
. t . - , .

on making non-durable manufacturing industries more efficient and keeping

wages in these industrjes. competitive Nith those in the developing nation.
...

This would not mean payilp the same wages, btit in paying equivalent

rates for equ' alent productivity. Public or private investment in
, .

4,

such indust tes would hot be as important as investment in industries
8

, .

that could compete in markets for advanced products. Loa' governments
. ,* ..

.
.

might well'become more important assogrces of investment capital for

non-durable manufacturing firms.

Paradoxically, the discussiOn.of reindustialzation is. at
8

com prehensive ,and incomplete-. Consideration of the scale Of enterprisa

is° the major missing element. Consideration of scale 'focuses on-the.:

issue of choice. Unless one assumes that investment;capital will

become so readily available that choices are no longer necessary,. choices

will have to be made. Indeed, -propcinents of reindustrialization emphasize-
-.

. _ , * ,
the negative consequences ol.past failures to make such choides and

. '..

.

the necessity of making them in the future. These will be cho4ces between.

ti
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competitive and non-competitive firms, 'with the Standard

competitiveness being set by global markets.

Scale is an undiscussed intervening variable in these discussions.

4
No one suggests thgt competitiventss and scale relate linearly. No one,

howeVer,,offers any suggestions about the relationship, between scale

and competitiveness in various industries. While economic revitalization

is not designed to save jobs by bailing out troubled giants, it is.also
O

not designed to createjobs by aiding those small businesses that account:-

for most of the jobs, most of the new jobsand most of the minority,

employment in the American economy
2 Small businesses suffer tolan important .

extent from capital shortages at critical)periods'. They may well require

the kind of direct investment that Most proponents.of reindustr141:iation

-414.

would prefer to sett replaced.by tax incentives, ac- celerated deprieciaficin
:44.4

schedules, and reduction of the regulatory burden.

Proponents of Ceindustrialization do not rely on a kotblrjggeheral
-

interest: irguement, but they do not discuss the issue of tinkaggamong,

firms of various sizes. How does' economic revitalization in ope sector of

the national economy affect other sectors? Is there.a "national"

4

economy or is the economy multi-local so that the effects of growth :in

various industries or particular areas do not spread to other industries

in other areas of the country? Again, one sees that concern with the

issue of-scaleleads directly to questions about the procesgts.of economic

growth. inceWorld War II economists have devoted more attention to'

studying the processes and phases of.growth in the new nations with

developing economies than they have to.studying the same processes

in. the older nations with mature economies..
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Some commentators refer to a'" trickle down" effect of aggrtgate

growth, but these references assume the contours of a faith rather than

a theory. It is by no means'clear where and how aggregate growth must

occur Wit is indeed to trickle downfto smaller businesses and to those

Americans who are not employed in competitive industries requiring a

'highly skilled labor forcd..

Reindustrialization theorists do pot provide analyses-of the

causal sequences of ecohomic growth in a mature industrial economy.

IV

1.

: Rural'Americans need such analyses if their'InteresIts in the: :Vitality

-\)/of diverse enterprises are to be, linked to the broader public philo*hy

of economic revitalization.
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yoaational education programs at the secondary and post-secondary

'Vocational CducatiOn and Rurar4onomic Growth

levels oaK"beinvestments in human resources. The utility of suchtir
investments for the individuals, communitiqand for the nation are

matters of some dispute.

t Education is'always controversial.- This is partly because someone

will usuaity take exception to some portion of the curriculum. This is

as true of vocational courses as it is of the more obviousjy controversial

subjects like sociology, politica.science, economics, and philosophy.

Even chemists and biologists manage to engage each other' in intense
4

contro versies. Education is also controversial for reasons not directly

attibutable to.the content the curriculum. Educational programs

and institutions stand at th intersection of the public and private

-.sectors. Designing educational programs involves attempts to reconcile

competing Community .interests.

Each of the three broad goals of rural development suggests a

different approach to.vocational education. Placing first priority'on

individual betterment suggests'vocational education programs that would

'not simply train people for entry-level positions but for, job mobil.ity.

1,

This meant training not only'pe unemployed but also the underemployed.

-Such an approach has became eXtremely controversial in many areas.

.Employers feel that programs.for career advancement tend ;10 destabilize

the work force and they-object to using public monies for such a

purpose. The same type of controversy surrounds.distussions of whether.

,.
vocatigal programs.shOuld emphasizegeneral or speciffC skills.

43
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Genlgal skills would seem more useful to those seeking career mobility,

while specific skills might be more useful to those seeking job entry.

One of the difficult questions in this disucssion is defiriing what

constitutes a specific or a general skill. Basic liferacy would' be a

general skill, but would welding be general or specific? The case of

training people to operate the machines used in,only one plant would be

a clear case of a specific skill. Under what'circuMstances would such

very, specific programs be necessary? Under what circumstances would

bpinesses want their workers trained that specifically by someone else?

li this a justkfia le use of-public money? Tliese are not easy questions.

Critiques of vocational prograils providing specific skills generally
,

charge that these programs limit people to sub-employment, by,

. 0

training them only for one very narrowly defined.ijoti: Even this
,

training is not open to evi eryone with the baAic qualifiCations to,

Is0
...

...
. perform

,

such work. SouthCarolina has become 61,,,n for.l i nktrpj
.

,ce ;! y i.
. .. y''-'... ..

access'to vocational training to a clean rectird b ;io..,n06-71AVolverlle (

;tir.`,r

47;P4',
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with unions. Such apprdaches Aiggest that. the V,oga tIona I :elicitation
. .

.4.. 1. 4

officials,-having become ac661eichtoitif6i4able

positiob at tie
`intersection

of individual and business interests, tiaiie
--' '. .

resolved the problem by, choosiifg tOannex a

'to7the private sector.-.,'
. s

.
, .

Such choices are...more likely to be, made

.4111.!
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contexts one,must ask whether vocational programs, and especially post-

secondary'vocational programs, are necessary at all? Should the

industry itself assume the responsibility for and the cost of-training

its owii workers in the use of machines particular to that p]ant?

Should vocational education monies be used:instead to help the hard-core

unemployed in rural and urban areas acquire suffi'Cient skills to

be able to enter-these industry training programs. These are fundamental

Liestions about the,:rdration's between the public and Private sectors.
.

Reduced federal interventions in the private sector logically coexist

with increased private Sector responsibilities for itself.

Strategies for designing vocational ,education programs for

".enhanced community vitality are as complicated as are the strategies

for designing vocational education programs for individual betterment.

If community vitaliti, means not having the younger generation leave

the community, then perhaps vocational' programs ''Should, teach a limited
,

.
.

range of industry- specific skills appropriate to employmenf in the local'

.

community.. This,llowever,"may be a short-sighted approach to community

vitality. One might think instead of training that would help local

people establish small businesses serving the needs of,the local

industrial or agricultural sectors or catering to the needs of local

consumers. In addition, programs might be.offered that help local

people, as citizens, make decisions about *it community--What types of

incentives should be used to lure what kinds of industries and hOw
4

should the costs be distributed?

f. 0 4-,

Making national economic revitalization the primary goal of both °

the public and' private sectors would very possibly leave little

41'
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''room for vocational education programs. The 'knowledge workers'Jn

those companies most likely to be competitive in global markets would

be trained by the-colleges and universities., not by the vocational

institutions. Mas.s-production workers would have little basis to

claim publicly-funded training since the number of semi-skilled

workers would be decreased rather than increased.

Pursing a rural development strategy that recognizes issues of

a link between scale and diversification, on tha,one hand, and

community vitality and indiyidual betterment, on the other,, suggests

a vocational education approach that provides the kind of general .

skills required in small businesses. These are also the kinds of

skills thtt, at the very, least, d6 not impede individual advancement

even if vocational training is a relatively minor factor, in achieving

such advancement. Acquisition of such skills may facilitate-out-migration,

andtha. seal ch for greater opportunities elsewhere. This possible

pattern, involves something.of a paradox: a large plants import their

managers into the local community, local people with too much training for

unskilled jobs but too little training for managerial positions leave.

This may not be a Pegitimate concern Of/publrt.policies. But, it does
.

suggest that individual betterment, community vitality, end national

economic revitalization cannot always be easily reconciled in the design,

and implementation ofkvocational education program§0-2i,

4 42
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w Conclusions and Recommendations

Rural America is being ever-more closely integrated into the national

economy and the national culture. Rural Americans tend to welcome many

aspects of this process, but they do not want to Be integrated into

the broader economy to the disadvantage of themselves or their communities.

2c--hi-sseems Like_a_reaSolable_position, but, as studeP ts of the complexities°

of achieving Pareto optimality have demonstrated convincingly,it is by

no means a simple task. Some communities of rural America will

disappear as their former utility as market centers and socio-cultural

centers and even politico-administrative centers 'decliaes and these

functions are transferred to other communities that were once considered

remote and which are now demonstrably accessible. Some people who

may prefer to li.v.e....in..a_rtkral area...w_inlieve_to go _t_p_
cities to find

employment opportunities that match their skills. These are the unavoidable

by-products of thange. Yet, this is not to conlude that rural America

as a whole will become irrelevant either to the people who'live there

or to the national economy. Indeed, people and businesses are moving

45
into rural America. This-paper has suggested some prelimary considerations

and some topits for future research and furture policy consideration.'

Despite the'growth of industrial employment in rural America, the

total incdme.from transfer payments is still larger than the total income

from industrial emOloyment.' This finding should raise questions abaut-
.

the wage and salary levels in rural jobs. Such quetions seem especially

. ,

important since rural' Americans receive a ldwer level of aid from,public

sources than do urban Americans and yet, in urban America, income from

industriAl employment exceeds that froM transfer; payments.
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Rural poverty differs significantly from uc.barl.poverty in ways

that are directly relevantto public policies. ii rban-pOvertystems

a C.'

lar ely from unemployment, while rural'poverty stems primaThy'from

sub-e loyment: It is facile and, indeed, irresponsible, to" decry

sub-employment until _one can _determine whither unemployment is the-only'

alternative to sub-emplo'iment, whether indu tries would not or could

not move to rural areas if rural workert com anded different'wage

levels. Virtually no data relevant to answering this fundamental'

question yet exist.
$

Several observers have related sub-employemnt to, the occupational.

mix characteristic of labor markets in local communities. This

,

discdssion has not,been linked to questions of the scale and diversity

.of enterprises within a-labor market., It is not dlear, whether, on balance,

large or small, or medium-sized industries pay better wages and'offer '

greater scope for Advancement. The conditions accounting for variations

7'-r

. .

have not yet been identified.
.

Qk, 4,

Questions of scale are also>related to questions of the causal

. x .

equenCes of growth. It is unclear under what conditions.a large

:' 6 ..,
plant in a community facilitate's' the emergence ox_ survival of smaller'

. .

companies and retell and service- businesses.
, -

1 1

The relations between t1e dgriculturaland industrial sectors of.
._

local economies remain vrrtuallyunexamined. Yet, development strategies

in one sector that restrict opportunities in another sector cannot
v..-. A :

be consistent with any of the ,three goals of rural. development:

4-'4
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b

The role of the public sectors at the federal, state, and local

levels in fostering particular types of rural development remains

largely unstudied. The impacts of these efforts are even more difficult

to assess. -'The broad question that should not be ignored is: What is the

.

-proper relationship betweenthe giblic and private sectors. A corm] lary..
4

' -

of the private sector's desire for less interference is an increased
... - i

willingness to take responsibility.for itself. might well reduce

the current competitive smokestack chasing resulting from the competition

among communities and ates fdrndustries.

. .

This broad question relates directly to vocation edualion,:

programs. The industry-specific programs seem a queittoneble use of

limited public resources. This seems especially true sinceepere is

little evidence that the provisison of such programs is either a I.'

necessary condition for attracting inchistries or enables'i4ividuals.

to overcome the:poverty associated with sub-employment.

0
Finally, the'national agenda of economic' revitalization may well

have significant impact on rural America. In these discussions, rural

. ,

America is mentioned only indirectly. Yet, a large protion of the

country with a gitming proportion of the population cannot responsibly

be dismissed. - ''
*

. -.....
.

. . .

It is always easy-and always justified to call for increased researcp.,

on important topics. Questions of rural developmerit 'require not so much

,,
J

more research as more focused and better-coordinated research. Policy

\
makers cannot' wait for scholars toaevelop complete data sett' and flawless

models, but both scholars and policy-makers--as well as thepeople oC

rural and Urban America--have arynterest in improving our understanding

of the - fundamental issues affecting a changing rural America.

-
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